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Abstract—Multiuser diversity is a form of diversity inherent in
a wireless network, provided by independent time-varying channels across the different users. The diversity benefit is exploited
by tracking the channel fluctuations of the users and scheduling
transmissions to users when their instantaneous channel quality
is near the peak. The diversity gain increases with the dynamic
range of the fluctuations and is thus limited in environments with
little scattering and/or slow fading. In such environments, we propose the use of multiple transmit antennas to induce large and
fast channel fluctuations so that multiuser diversity can still be
exploited. The scheme can be interpreted as opportunistic beamforming and we show that true beamforming gains can be achieved
when there are sufficient users, even though very limited channel
feedback is needed. Furthermore, in a cellular system, the scheme
plays an additional role of opportunistic nulling of the interference
created on users of adjacent cells. We discuss the design implications of implementing this scheme in a complete wireless system.
Index Terms—Multiple antennas, multiuser diversity, scheduling, smart antennas, space–time codes, wireless system design.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

FUNDAMENTAL characteristic of the wireless channel
is the fading of the channel strength due to constructive
and destructive interference between multipaths. An important
means to cope with channel fading is the use of diversity. Diversity can be obtained over time (interleaving of coded bits),
frequency (combining of multipaths in spread-spectrum or frequency-hopping systems) and space (multiple antennas). The
basic idea is to improve performance by creating several independent signal paths between the transmitter and the receiver.
These diversity modes pertain to a point-to-point link. Recent results point to another form of diversity, inherent in a
wireless network with multiple users. This multiuser diversity
is best motivated by an information-theoretic result of Knopp
and Humblet [9]. They focused on the uplink in the single cell,
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varying fading channels, which is assumed to be tracked at the
receiver and information fed back to the transmitters. To maximize the total information-theoretic capacity, they showed that
the optimal strategy is to schedule at any one time only the
user with the best channel to transmit to the base station. Diversity gain arises from the fact that in a system with many users,
whose channels vary independently, there is likely to be a user
whose channel is near its peak at any one time. Overall system
throughput is maximized by allocating at any time the common
channel resource to the user that can best exploit it. It can also
be thought of as a form of selection diversity. Similar results
are obtained for the downlink from the base station to the mobile users [17]. A scheduling algorithm exploiting the multiuser
diversity benefits while maintaining fairness across users is implemented in the downlink of IS-856 [15] (also known as HDR:
High Data Rate) system, where each user measures its downlink
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) based on a common pilot and feeds
back the information to the base station [18], [19].
Traditionally, channel fading is viewed as a source of unreliability that has to be mitigated. In the context of multiuser diversity, however, fading can instead be considered as a source
of randomization that can be exploited. This is done by scheduling transmissions to users only when their channels are near
their peaks. The larger the dynamic range of the channel fluctuations, the higher the peaks and the larger the multiuser diversity gain. In practice, such gains are limited in two ways. First,
there may be a line-of-sight path and little scattering in the environment, and hence the dynamic range of channel fluctuations
is small. Second, the channel may fade very slowly compared
to the delay constraint of the application so that transmissions
cannot wait until the channel reaches its peak. Effectively, the
dynamic range of channel fluctuations is small within the time
scale of interest. Both are important sources of hindrance to implementing multiuser diversity in a real system.
In this paper, we propose a scheme that induces random fading
when the environment has little scattering and/or the fading is
slow. We focus on the downlink of a cellular system. We use multiple antennas at the base station to transmit the same signal from
each antenna modulated by a gain whose phase and magnitude is
changing in time in a controlled but pseudorandom fashion. The
gains in the different antennas are varied independently. Channel
variation is induced through the constructive and destructive
addition of signal paths from the multiple transmit antennas
to the (single) receive antenna of each user. The overall (time
varying) channel signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
is tracked by each user and is fed back to the base station to
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form a basis for scheduling. The channel tracking is done via
a single pilot signal which is repeated at the different transmit
antennas, just like the data.
If the magnitudes and phases of the channel gains from all of
the transmit antennas to the user can be tracked and fed back,
then transmit beamforming can be performed by matching the
powers and phases of the signals sent on the antennas to the
channel gains in order to maximize the received SNR at the mobile. With a much more limited feedback of only the overall
channel SNR, true beamforming cannot be performed. However, in a large system with many independently fading users,
there is likely to be a user whose instantaneous channel gains are
close to matching the current powers and phases allocated at the
transmit antennas. Viewed in this light, our scheme can be interpreted as performing opportunistic beamforming: the transmit
powers and phases are randomized and transmission is scheduled to the user which is close to being in the beamforming configuration.
Recently, there has been significant amount of work in the
use of multiple transmit antennas in wireless communications
(also called space–time codes, e.g., [5], [11], [1], [13]). Performance gain over a single-antenna system is achieved by smart
coding and signal processing at the transmitter and the receiver.
In contrast, our scheme uses the multiple transmit antennas in
a dumb way: no additional processing at the transmitter nor
the receiver is needed beyond that in a single-antenna system.
There is no need to change the modulation format nor have additional pilots to measure the channels from individual transmit
antennas. In fact, the receiver is oblivious to the existence of
multiple transmit antennas. This makes it particularly easy to
upgrade existing systems to implement such a scheme, since
only additional antennas have to be placed at the base station
but the mobile handsets need not be changed at all. The opportunistic beamforming scheme does need tight feedback of
overall channel SNR measurements and rate adaptation, but we
note that such mechanisms already exist in third-generation systems and beyond.
Earlier works have proposed the use of intentional frequency
offset at the transmit antennas to create a fast fading environment [6]–[8]. The goal is to increase the time diversity of slow
fading point-to-point links, but in that context this scheme has
been shown to be inferior compared to other space–time coding
techniques such as orthogonal design [1], [13]. Our work, in
contrast, shifts from the point-to-point view to the multiuser
view, and we show that when such channel randomization is
used in conjunction with multiuser diversity scheduling, the
achieved performance can significantly surpass space–time
codes.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we review the multiuser diversity concept and discuss its implementation in the downlink of the IS-856 system. We introduce the
idea of opportunistic beamforming in Section III, and study
its performance in slow and fast fading environments. In Section IV, we compare the opportunistic beamforming technique
with other proposed ways to use multiple transmit antennas. An
information-theoretic comparison is undertaken in Appendix B.
In Sections V and VI, we explore the role of opportunistic beamforming in wide-band and cellular environments. It turns out
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that in the cellular context, the proposed technique plays an important role of opportunistic nulling of interference caused in
adjacent cells. Section VII discusses various system and implementation issues. We distill some of the key ideas of this paper
into Section VIII which also contains our conclusions.
II. MULTIUSER DIVERISTY AND FAIR SCHEDULING
A. Multiuser Diversity
We begin with a simple model of the downlink of a wireless communication system. There is a base station (transmitter)
with a single antenna communicating with users (receivers).
The baseband time-slotted block-fading channel model is given
by
(1)
is the vector of
transmitted symbols in
where
is the vector of received symbols
time slot ,
is the fading channel gain
of user at time slot ,
from the transmitter to receiver in time slot , and
is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence
of zero mean circular-symmetric Gaussian random vectors
. This is a block-fading model where the channel
samples. This model
is constant over time slots of length
presupposes that the bandwidth is narrow enough so that
the channel response is flat across the whole band. We are
assuming that the transmit power level is fixed at at all times,
. This is a reasonable power constraint
i.e.,
for the base station.
If we assume that both the transmitter and the receivers can
, then we can view
perfectly track the fading processes
this downlink channel as a set of parallel Gaussian channels, one
for each fading state. The sum capacity of this channel, defined
by the maximum achievable sum of long-term average data rates
transmitted to all the users, can be achieved by a simple time
division multiple access (TDMA) strategy: at each fading state,
transmit to the user with the strongest channel [17].
In Fig. 1, we plot the sum capacity (in total number of bits per
second per hertz (b/s/Hz)) of the downlink channel as a function
of the number of users, for the case when users undergo independent Rayleigh fading with average received SNR 0 dB.
We observe that the sum capacity increases with the number
of users in the system. In contrast, the sum capacity of a nonfaded downlink channel, where each user has a fixed additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with SNR 0 dB, is
constant irrespective of the number of users. Somewhat surprisingly, with moderate number of users, the sum capacity of the
fading channel is greater than that of a nonfaded channel. This is
the multiuser diversity effect: in a system with many users with
independently varying channels, it is likely that at any time there
is a user with channel much stronger than the average SNR.
By transmitting to users with strong channels at all times, the
overall spectral efficiency of the system can be made high, significantly higher than that of a nonfaded channel with the same
average SNR.
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Fig. 1. Sum capacity of two channels, Rayleigh fading and AWGN, with
average SNR 0 dB.

=

The system requirements to extract such multiuser diversity
benefits are as follows:
• each receiver tracking its own channel SNR, through, say,
a common downlink pilot, and feeding back the instantaneous channel quality to the base station;
• the ability of the base station to schedule transmissions
among the users as well as to adapt the data rate as a function of the instantaneous channel quality.
These features are already present in the designs of many 3G
systems, such as IS-856 [2].
B. Proportional Fair Scheduling
To implement the idea of multiuser diversity in a real system,
one is immediately confronted with two issues: fairness and
delay. In the ideal situation when users’ fading statistics are the
same, the strategy above maximizes not only the total capacity of
the system but also the throughput of individual users. In reality,
the statistics are not symmetrical; there are users who are closer
to the base station with a better average SNR; there are users who
are stationary and some that are moving; there are users which
are in a rich scattering environment and some with no scatterers
around them. Moreover, the strategy is only concerned with
maximizing long-term average throughputs; in practice, there
are latency requirements, in which case the average throughputs
over the delay time scale is the performance metric of interest.
The challenge is to address these issues while at the same time
exploiting the multiuser diversity gain inherent in a system
with users having independent, fluctuating channel conditions.
A simple scheduling algorithm has been designed to meet
this challenge [18], [19]. This work is done in the context of
the downlink of IS-856 system, operating on a 1.25 MHz IS-95
bandwidth. In this system, the feedback of the channel quality of
user in time slot to the base station is in terms of a requested
: this is the data rate that the th user’s channel
data rate
can currently support. The scheduling algorithm works as folof each user
lows. It keeps track of the average throughput
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Fig. 2. For symmetric channel statistics of users, the scheduling algorithm
reduces to serving each user with the largest requested rate.

in a past window of length . In time slot , the scheduling alwith the largest
gorithm simply transmits to the user

among all active users in the system. The average throughputs
can be updated using an exponentially weighted low-pass
filter

.
One can get an intuitive feel of how this algorithm works by
inspecting Figs. 2 and 3. We plot the sample paths of the requested data rates of two users as a function of time slots (each
time slot is 1.67 ms in IS-856). In Fig. 2, the two users have identical fading statistics. If the scheduling time scale is much
larger than the correlation time scale of the fading dynamics,
converges
then by symmetry the throughput of each user
to the same quantity. The scheduling algorithm reduces to always picking the user with the highest requested rate. Thus, each
user is scheduled when its channel is good and at the same time
the scheduling algorithm is perfectly fair on the long term. In
Fig. 3, due to perhaps different distances from the base station,
one user’s channel is much stronger than the other user’s on
the average, although both channels fluctuate due to multipath
fading. Always picking the user with the highest requested rate
means giving all the system resources to the statistically stronger
user and would be highly unfair. In contrast, under the proposed
scheduling algorithm, users compete for resources not directly
based on their requested rates but only after normalization by
their respective average throughputs. The user with the statistically stronger channel will have a higher average throughput.
Thus, the algorithm schedules a user when its instantaneous
channel quality is high relative to its own average channel condition over the time scale . In short, data is transmitted to a
user when its channel is near its own peaks. Multiuser diversity
benefit can still be extracted because channels of different users
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Fig. 3. In general, with asymmetric user channel statistics, the scheduling
algorithm serves each user when it is near its peak within the latency time
scale t .

Fig. 4. Multiuser diversity gain in fixed and mobile environments.

III. OPPORTUNISTIC BEAMFORMING
fluctuate independently so that if there is a sufficient number of
users in the system, there will likely be a user near its peak at
any one time.
The parameter is tied to the latency time scale of the application. Peaks are defined with respect to this time scale. If the
latency time scale is large, then the throughput is averaged over
a longer time scale and the scheduler can afford to wait longer
before scheduling a user when its channel hits a really high peak.
The theoretical properties of this scheduling algorithm are
further explored in [19]. There it is shown that this algorithm
guarantees a fairness property called proportional fairness. This
property is further discussed in the Appendix.
C. Limitation of Multiuser Diversity Gain
Fig. 4 gives some insights into the issues involved in realizing
multiuser diversity benefits in practice. The plot shows the total
throughput of the IS-856 downlink under the proportional fair
scheduling algorithm in the following two simulated environments:
• fixed: users are fixed but there are movements of objects
).
around them (2–Hz Rician,
is the energy in the direct path which is not
Here
refers to the energy in the specular
varying while
or time-varying component that is assumed to be Rayleigh
distributed.
• mobile: users move at walking speeds (3 km/h, Rayleigh).
The total throughput increases with the number of users in
both the fixed and mobile environments, but the increase is more
dramatic in the mobile case. While the channel fades in both
cases, the dynamic range and the rate of the variations is larger
in the mobile environment than in the fixed one. This means
that over the latency time scale (1.67 s in these examples), the
peaks of the channel fluctuations are likely to be higher in the
mobile environment, and the peaks are what determines the performance of the scheduling algorithm. Thus, the inherent multiuser diversity is more limited in the fixed environment.

The amount of multiuser diversity depends on the rate and
dynamic range of channel fluctuations. In environments where
the channel fluctuations are small, a natural idea comes to
mind: why not amplify the multiuser diversity gain by inducing
faster and larger fluctuations? Our technique is to use multiple
transmit antennas at the base station as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Consider a system with transmit antennas at the base stabe the complex channel gain from antenna
tion. Let
to the th user in time slot . In time slot , the same block of
is transmitted from all of the antennas except that
symbols
at antenna
it is multiplied by a complex number
, for
, such that
, preserving
the total transmit power. The received signal at user (recall (1)
for a comparison) is given by
(2)
Thus, the overall channel gain seen by receiver

is now

The
’s denote the fractions of power allocated to each of
’s the phase shifts applied at
the transmit antennas, and the
each antenna to the signal. By varying these quantities over time
’s from to and
’s from to ), fluctuations in
(
the overall channel can be induced even if the physical channel
have very little fluctuations.
gains
As in the single transmit antenna system, each receiver
feeds back the overall SNR
of its own channel to the
base station (or, equivalently, the data rate that the channel can
currently support) and the base station schedules transmissions
to users accordingly. There is no need to measure the individual
(phase or magnitude); in fact, the existence
channel gains
of multiple transmit antennas is completely transparent to the
receiver. Thus, only a single pilot signal is needed for channel
measurement (as opposed to a pilot to measure each antenna
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Fig. 5.
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The same signal is transmitted over the two antennas with time-varying phase and powers.

plete rotation in 30 ms). Fig. 6 plots the improved performance
as a function of number of users. This improvement is due to two
reasons: the channel is changing faster and the dynamic range
of variation is larger over the time scale of scheduling (1.67 s in
this example). To get more insights into the performance of this
scheme, we will study the cases of slow fading and fast fading
separately. In the analysis that follows, we will assume that the
variations in
and
are performed in such a way
that the overall channel can be tracked and fed back perfectly
by the receivers to the transmitter.
A. Slow Fading

Fig. 6. Amplification in multiuser diversity gain with opportunistic beamforming in a fixed environment.

gain). The pilot symbols are repeated at each transmit antenna,
exactly like the data symbols.
and
in time is a deThe rate of variation of
sign parameter of the system. We would like it to be as fast
as possible to provide full channel fluctuations within the latency time scale of interest. On the other hand, there is a practical limitation to how fast this can be. The variation should be
slow enough and should happen at a time scale that allows the
channel to be reliably estimated by the users and the SNR fed
back. Further, the variation should be slow enough to ensure that
the channel seen by the users does not change abruptly and thus
maintains stability of the channel tracking loop.
To see the performance of this scheme, we revisit the fixed environment of Fig. 4 with two antennas, equal and constant (over
(with one comtime) power split and phase rotation over

Consider the case of slow fading where the channel gain of
remains constant for all . (In practice,
each user
this means for all over the latency time scale of interest.) The
received SNR for this user would have remained constant if only
one antenna were used. If all users in the system experienced
such slow fading, no multiuser diversity gain could have been
exploited. Under the proposed scheme, on the other hand, the
for each user varies in time and
overall channel gain
provides opportunity for exploiting multiuser diversity.
is
Let us focus on a particular user . Now, if each
from to , the amplitude
varied in time from to and
seen by user varies from to
squared of the channel
. The peak value occurs when the power and phase
values are in the beamforming configuration

To be able to beamform to a particular user, the base station needs to know individual channel amplitude and phase responses from all the antennas, much more information to mea-
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sure and to feed back than just the overall SNR. However, if
there are many users in the system, the proportional fair algorithm will schedule transmission to a user only when its overall
channel SNR is near its peak. Thus, it is plausible that in a
slow fading environment, our proposed technique can approach
the performance of coherent beamforming but with only overall
SNR feedback. In this context, the technique can be interpreted
as opportunistic beamforming: phases and power allocated at
the transmit antennas are varied in a pseudorandom manner, and
at any time transmission is scheduled to the user which is currently closest to being in its beamforming configuration. The
following formal result justifies our intuition.
Suppose the data rate achieved per time slot is a monotonically increasing function of the instantaneous SNR of a
user. We assume that the power and phase variation processes
and
are stationary and ergodic. It is easily seen that under the proportional
, the long-term avfair scheduling algorithm with
erage throughput of each user exists [19]. Denote the average
users to be
.
throughput of user in a system with
depends on the slow fading states
Note that in general
,
of all users, as well as the statistics
of the power and phase variation processes. However, if the
power and phase variation processes “match” the slow fading
distribution of the users, we have the following asymptotic
result for a large system with many users. We assume a discrete
set of slow fading states to minimize the technicality of the
proof, but extension to the continuous case should be possible.
Theorem 1: Suppose the slow fading states of the users are
i.i.d. and are discrete, and the joint stationary distribution of

is the same as that of

for the slow fading state of any individual user . Then, almost
surely, we have

for all . Here,
is the instantaneous data rate that user
achieves when it is in the beamforming configuration, i.e., when
its instantaneous SNR is

Proof: See Appendix A.
This result implies that when there are many users, with high
probability the proportional fair algorithm always schedules the
users when they are in their respective beamforming configurations, and moreover allocates equal amount of time to each user.
The stationary distribution of the phase and power variations
demanded by the theorem can be calculated in close form when

Fig. 7. Throughput in b/s/Hz for user 1 multiplied by number of users
scheduled for slow Rayleigh fading at 0-dB SNR with the proportional fair
scheduling algorithm. Performance of coherent beamforming for user 1 and
scheduled at all time is plotted as a dotted line. We have chosen two antennas.

are i.i.d. zero mean, unit variance complex Gaussian random variables. The phases are i.i.d.
and independent of the magnitudes. The joint
uniform on
is
distribution of the fractional power allocation

for
and
. For
,
is uniform on
.
in particular,
To see how large the number of users has to be for this result
to be valid, we have simulated the performance of the opportunistic beamforming scheme for two transmit antennas under
0
a slow Rayleigh fading environment with average SNR
dB. We perform two separate experiments and in both vary the
phases and powers such that the stationary distribution satisfies
the explicit distributions derived above. In the first, we generate
the slow fading realizations (as i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed) for a
large number of users (256 in the simulation example), run the
proportional fair scheduling algorithm on subsets of the users
(2,4,8,16,64,128,256) and plot the throughput of user 1 (who
is contained in each of the subsets) scaled by the number of
users participating in that round of the scheduling algorithm.
(Here we are assuming the use of powerful enough codes such
that the data rate achieved in each time slot is given by the
SNR per degree of freedom.) Fig. 7
Shannon limit
plots this throughput of user 1 for two antennas. Also plotted is
the eventual limit promised by Theorem 1. We see that for 32
users, the throughput of user 1 is already quite close to the limit.
In Fig. 8, we repeat this experiment for 10 diversity antennas
and 512 users. The observation is that the convergence of the
scaled throughput to the limit slows down with more antennas.
In this experiment, the scaled throughput of user 1 is 40% away
from its eventual limit even with 100 users in the system. Thus,
to achieve close to the asymptotic performance, the number of
users required grows rapidly with the number of antennas (the
proof of Theorem 1 suggests that the number of users required
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Fig. 8. Throughput in b/s/Hz for user 1 multiplied by number of users
scheduled for slow Rayleigh fading at 0-dB SNR with the proportional fair
scheduling algorithm. Performance of coherent beamforming for user 1 and
scheduled at all time is plotted as a dotted line. There are 10 antennas in this
experiment.

grows exponentially with the number of antennas). We resume
this topic and that of choosing the power and phase variation
and
in Section VII along with conprocesses
siderations of the impact on the system design.
In the second experiment, the fading environment is the
same, but instead of focusing on throughput of user 1, the total
throughput of all users under the proportional fair algorithm
is noted. The total throughput is a function of the realization
of the slow fading coefficients. The average total throughput is
obtained by averaging over 300 realizations. This is plotted as
a function of the number of users in the system in Fig. 9. Note
that there is almost a 100% improvement in throughput going
from one user to 16 users. Also plotted is the performance
under coherent beamforming (the eventual limit in Theorem
1). The total throughput is independent of the number of
users in the system (the effective channel does not change, so
there is no multiuser diversity gain.). We see that for 16 users,
opportunistic beamforming is already close to the performance
of coherent beamforming.
We see that with a small number of transmit antennas (two
in the simulation example of Fig. 9) the performance is close to
the asymptotically expected one with a small number of users
(16 users in the simulation example of Fig. 9).
B. Fast Fading
We see that opportunistic beamforming can significantly improve performance in slow fading environments by adding fast
time-scale fluctuations on the overall channel quality. The rate
of channel fluctuation is artificially sped up. Can opportunistic
beamforming help if the underlying channel variations are already fast (fast compared to the latency time scale)?
For simplicity, let us focus on the symmetric case when
the fading statistics of the users are identical. (The situation
in the asymmetric case is similar.) Suppose the channel gains
are stationary and ergodic over time
for each user and independent across users. Let us assume
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Fig. 9. Total throughput in b/s/Hz averaged over slow Rayleigh fading at 0-dB
SNR with the proportional fair scheduling algorithm. Performance of coherent
beamforming is also plotted.

that the power and phase variation processes are stationary and
ergodic as well. The overall channel gain process

has the same statistics for all users and at time the proportional
fair scheduling algorithm simply transmits to the user with the
. (Here we are assuming that the latency time
highest
scale is set to be .) The throughput achieved is
(3)
where the function represents the mapping from the channel
quality to the rate of reliable transmission and the expectation is taken over the stationary distribution of the process
. The impact of opportunistic beamforming in the fast fading scenario then depends on how the
stationary distributions of the overall channel gains can be
modified by power and phase randomization. Intuitively, better
multiuser diversity gain can be exploited if the dynamic range
can be increased, so that the maximum
of the distribution of
SNRs can be larger. We consider a few examples of common
fading models.
1) Independent Rayleigh Fading: In this model, appropriate for an environment where there is full scattering
and the transmit antennas are spaced sufficiently apart, the
are i.i.d. circular symmetric
channel gains
Gaussian random variables. It can be seen that in this case,
has exactly the same distribution as each of the individual
, and moreover, the overall gains are independent
gains
across the users. Thus, in an independent fast Rayleigh-fading
environment, the opportunistic beamforming technique does
not provide any performance gain.
2) Independent Rician Fading: Rician fading models the situation where there is a direct line-of-sight component which is
not time-varying
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where is a constant,
are uniformly and independently
are i.i.d.
distributed phases but fixed over time, and
random variables representing the time-varying
diffused component of the fading. The first term is the direct
component, differing only in a shift of phases for each of the
transmit antennas. (We are assuming that the received energy of
the direct component is the same from all the transmit antennas
to a given user.) The -factor is the ratio of the energy in the
direct component to that in the diffused component1

In contrast to the Rayleigh-fading case, opportunistic beamforming has a significant impact in a Rician environment, particularly when the -factor is large. In this case, the scheme
can significantly increase the dynamic range of the fluctuations.
This is because the fluctuations in the underlying Rician-fading
process come from the diffused component, while with randomization of phase and powers, the fluctuations are from the coherent addition and cancellation of the direct path components
in the signals from the different transmit antennas, in addition to
the fluctuation of the diffused components. If the direct path is
much stronger than the diffused part (large values), then much
larger fluctuations can be created by this technique.
This intuition is substantiated in Fig. 10, which plots the total
. We see that there
throughput for Rician fading with
is much improvement in performance going from the single
transmit antenna case to dual transmit antennas with opportunistic beamforming. For comparison, we also plot the analogous curve for pure Rayleigh fading; as expected, there is no
improvement in performance in this case. Fig. 11 compares the
in the
stationary distributions of the overall channel gain
single-antenna and dual-antenna cases; one can see the increase
in dynamic range due to opportunistic beamforming. In these
two figures, the throughput is averaged over time.
More insights into the nature of the performance gain can be
obtained by an asymptotic analysis in the limit of large number
of users. The key quantity of interest (cf. (3)) is the random
variable

Fig. 10. Total throughput as a function of the number of users under Rician
fading, with and without opportunistic beamforming. The power allocation
(t)’s are uniformly distributed in [0; 1] and the phases  (t)’s uniform in
[0; 2 ].

Fig. 11. Comparison of the distribution of the overall channel gain with and
without opportunistic beamforming using two transmit antennas, Rician fading.

for some constant . Then
where
is the overall channel gain to user . For large ,
depends only on the tail behavior of the
the distribution of
. In all cases of interest,
distribution of the individual
has an exponential tail, in which case the limiting distribution
of can be computed based on the following result [4, p. 207].
be i.i.d. random variables with a
Lemma 2: Let
and probcommon cumulative distribution function (cdf)
satisfying
is less than
ability density function (pdf)
for all and is twice differentiable for all , and is such that
(4)
1This is normally called the K -factor in the literature, but this variable is
already used in the present paper.

converges in distribution to a limiting random variable with cdf

In the above,

is given by

.

This result states that the maximum of such i.i.d. random
variables grows like .
Let us first consider the case when the ’s are i.i.d. Rayleigh,
is exponentially distributed with mean .
the magnitude
Condition (4) is satisfied (and, in fact,
for every
). The constant
and hence the gain
. (All the logarithms in the
of the strongest user grows like
following are to the base .)
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In the case when the ’s are Rician (i.e., single transmit ancan be calculated
tenna case), the tail of the cdf and pdf of
to be

where the approximations are in the sense that the ratio of the
. Hence
left- and right-hand sides approach as
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component close to
among these

. Using (5), the maximum of the gains
users grows at least as fast as

as
, for fixed
. Since this is true for any
and for a subset of the users, we conclude that a lower bound on
is
the growth rate of
(6)

and condition (4) is satisfied. Solving

yields
(5)

Intuitively, this expression says that in a large system, the user
who has the strongest gain is one whose diffused component
magnitude is the strongest among all users and whose diffused
and fixed components are in phase.
Comparing to the Rayleigh case, we see that the leading term
in the gain of the strongest user is now
instead of
, reduced by a factor of
.
What is the effect of opportunistic beamforming? The overall
gain for user is

where is
of ’s and

, the ’s are independent and independent
’s. The largest possible value for the term

is
, when the power and phase allocations are in beamforming configuration with respect to the fixed component of
the channel gain of a user. Assume the phase and power distriand
butions are uniform. In a large system, for any fixed
, for all time, there exists almost surely a set of
every
fraction of users for which

This happens at every time instant, but the users constituting the
users can be
fraction could change from time to time. These
thought of as experiencing Rician fading with norm of the fixed

This growth rate can be interpreted as attained by the ideal situation when all users are simultaneously at the beamforming
configurations of their fixed component and the resulting fixed
component is in phase with the diffused component for every
user. Using this interpretation and by a simple coupling argument, (6) can also be shown to be an upper bound to the growth
rate. Thus, the growth rate under opportunistic beamforming is
given by

Intuitively, one can interpret this result as saying that the user
with the strongest channel is the one simultaneously having the
strongest diffused component among all users, the fixed component in a beamforming configuration, and the diffused and
fixed components in phase. Compared to the case with single
transmit antenna, opportunistic beamforming increases the efto
.
fective magnitude of the fixed component from
While this does not increase the leading term in the growth rate
, it does increase the second term, of order
.
While the above analysis assumes that the fixed component
is from a line-of-sight path, it is also applicable to the case when
the fixed component arises from slow fading. This models, for
example, the situation when part of the environment is fixed and
part is time varying.
3) Correlated Rayleigh Fading: When the transmit antennas are at close proximity or there is not enough scattering
in the environment, the fading gains of the antennas are correlated. From a traditional diversity point of view in slow fading
environments, antennas with correlated fading are less useful
than antennas with independent fading. From the point of view
of opportunistic beamforming in a fast fading environment,
the opposite conclusion is true. We illustrate this phenomenon
using the example of completely correlated Rayleigh fading

Here, the channel gains from all the transmit antennas to a user
is a Rayleigh-fading
is the same except for a phase shift;
depend on the angle of the direct path
process. The phases
to user with respect to the antenna array, as well as the actual placement (linear versus planar arrangement) of the antenna
array, but are fixed over time. We can write
where
is the angle of departure of the direct path to user
and represents the function that decides the phases at the
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the distribution of the overall channel gain with and
without opportunistic beamforming using 4 transmit antennas, completely
correlated Rayleigh fading.

Fig. 13. Total throughput as a function of the number of users under
completely correlated Rayleigh fading, with and without opportunistic
beamforming.

antennas, abstracting the placement of the antenna array. For
example, with linear arrays and uniform spacing of length between the antennas we have

, when user is in the beamforming configuration. Consider
, there will
a large system with many users. For a fixed
of users for which
almost surely be a fraction

where is the wavelength of the transmitted signal. Unlike
the independent Rayleigh-fading case, the overall channel gain
is no longer Rayleigh; instead, it is a mixture of Gaussian
distributions with different variances. When the received signals
from the transmit antennas add in phase, the overall received
SNR is large; when the received signals add out of phase, the
overall received SNR is small.
In the case of completely correlated fading, power randomization is not necessary, since the transmit antennas always have
the same magnitude gain to each of the users. It suffices to allocate equal amount of power to each of the antennas
and change the phases by rotating the single parameter:
, we
angle of departure. Denoting this single parameter by
where
is uniformly rotated.
let
In Fig. 12, we plot the distribution of the overall channel gains
with opportunistic beamforming of four transmit antennas, and
compare it to the case of one transmit antenna (Rayleigh fading).
for this simulation example. One can obWe assumed
serve the increase in dynamic range due to opportunistic beamforming. Fig. 13 shows the total throughput with and without
opportunistic beamforming in the completely correlated fading
case. There is a significant improvement in throughput, in contrast to the independent fading case.
An asymptotic analysis in the limit of large number of users
provides some insight. The overall channel gain of the th user
under opportunistic beamforming is given by

Thus,
is a product of two independent random variables.
The maximum value that the first random variable can take on is

Now are i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed random variables. Hence,
users, the maximum of their
grows at
among these
least as fast as
as
This is true for every
, and it gives a lower bound to the
. Moreover, it is also clear that
growth rate of
is an upper bound to that growth rate. Thus, we see that
opportunistic beamforming in a correlated fading environment
improvement in SNR in a
yields approximately a factor of
system with large number of users. The improvement is more
dramatic than in the case of independent Rician fading considered earlier. Another important improvement is in the rate of
convergence to the asymptotic performance, the limit being in
the number of users. Since the powers are not being varied and
the phase is varied in only one dimension, the number of users
required to achieve close to asymptotic performance grows only
linearly with the number of antennas.
IV. OPPORTUNISTIC BEAMFORMING VERSUS SPACE–TIME
CODES: A COMPARISON
We have motivated the use of multiple transmit antennas to
induce an environment with larger and faster channel fluctuations. This channel fluctuation increases the multiuser diversity available in the system and is harnessed by an appropriate
scheduler. This use of multiple transmit antennas to perform opportunistic beamforming was motivated by taking a multiuser
communication system point of view. On the other hand, there
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are schemes, referred to as space–time codes, which use multiple transmit antennas in a point-to-point communication scenario. In this section, we will compare and contrast the opportunistic beamforming technique with a multiuser system using
space–time codes (designed for a point-to-point communication
system) in terms of both system requirements and performance.
For concreteness, we will begin with a pair of transmit antennas at the base station. The best known space–time code
for this scenario is given by Alamouti [1], and has been accepted as an option in the 3G standards [16]. This scheme requires separate pilots for each of the transmit antennas and the
receivers track the channels (amplitude and phase) from both
the transmit antennas. Consider the slow fading scenario. The
Alamouti scheme creates essentially a single transmit antenna
channel with effective SNR of user given by
(7)
where is the total transmit power. Observe that unlike the opportunistic beamforming scheme, the effective channel of each
user does not change with time in a slow fading environment.
In this static environment, the proportional fair scheduling algorithm reduces to equal-time scheduling [19]. Comparing this
performance with that under opportunistic beamforming, we see
for large number of users, from Theorem 1, that users are also
allocated equal time but the effective SNR when a user is transmitted to is
(8)
twice that in the Alamouti scheme. This is the so-called “3-dB
gain” achieved from transmit beamforming. Actual transmit
beamforming requires the measurement and feedback of the
phases and amplitudes of both the channels to the transmitter.
The opportunistic beamforming scheme achieves this performance using minimal measurement and feedback from each
receiver: SNR of the overall channel.
We can also compare the outage performance of both
schemes. This metric is relevant when the bit rate is to be
maintained constant and we are interested in minimizing the
probability of outage; outage is the event that the constant
rate is not supportable by the random slow fading channel
condition. One way to characterize this performance is how fast
the outage probability decays as a function of the average SNR
SNR
for a given target rate. The outage probability
for a scheme can be computed as the probability that the
effective SNR falls below the target level. For independent
, the Alamouti scheme (cf. (7))
Rayleigh-fading gains
(in contrast
achieves an outage performance decay of
when there is a single transmit antenna).
to the decay of
Thus, Alamouti’s scheme yields a diversity gain of . The
opportunistic beamforming scheme with many users also has
the same decay of outage probability with SNR, but with a
further 3-dB gain on the value of SNR (cf. (8)). Thus, in a
multiuser system with enough users under proportional fair
scheduling, the opportunistic beamforming scheme strictly
outperforms the Alamouti scheme in terms of both throughput
and outage performances at all SNR levels.
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An important point to observe is that implicit in the comparison is the assumption that we are spending equal amount of
time serving each user in the system. This is true if we use a
proportional fair scheduling algorithm. If, on the other hand, another scheduling algorithm is used which spends a large fraction
of time serving one user, then the Alamouti scheme could yield
a better performance than opportunistic beamforming, for that
user. This is because with so many time slots allocated to the
user, it will not be possible to always serve him near the peak
under opportunistic beamforming. This scenario may happen if
there is one user with a very poor channel and the system has
to allocate a disproportionate amount of resources just to meet
a minimum rate requirement for that user.
Let us now consider the fast Rayleigh-fading scenario. In
this case, we have observed that the opportunistic beamforming
technique has no effect on the overall channel and the full multiuser diversity gain is realized. It is interesting to observe that
with space–time codes, the array of transmit antennas makes the
time-varying channel almost constant: by the law of large numbers, for any user

as the number of antennas
grows. Thus, the space–time
codes turn the time-varying channel into a less varying one
and the inherently available multiuser diversity gain is reduced
(cf. Fig. 1). We conclude that the use of space–time codes is
actually harmful in the sense that even the naturally present
multiuser diversity has been removed. (A similar conclusion
is arrived at independently in [20].) Of course, to capture the
inherent multiuser diversity gain, the transmitter has to be able
to track the channels of the users. In scenarios when the fading
is very fast or the delay requirement is very short, such tight
feedback may not be possible. We will revisit this point in
Section VII.
One should also compare the two schemes in terms of system
requirements. The Alamouti scheme requires separate pilot
symbols on both of the transmit antennas. It also requires all the
receivers to track both the channels (amplitude and phase). To
achieve the throughput in (9), a slow time-scale feedback of the
current channel SNR is also required from the receivers to the
transmitter. On the other hand, the opportunistic beamforming
scheme does not require separate pilot symbols on the transmit
antennas. The same signal (including pilot and data) goes over
both the transmit antennas. The receivers track the channel and
a tight feedback of the instantaneous SNR of the receivers to
the transmitter is required. We point out that such feedback is a
part of the system design of all 3G systems and appears to be
a mild system requirement in view of the advantages it allows,
particularly for data systems where the latency time scale is
not as tight as voice. Further, to implement Alamouti scheme
in a system, all the receivers have to implement a specific
demodulating technique (that has complexity twice that of the
single transmit antenna case). In contrast, the opportunistic
beamforming scheme has no such requirement. In fact, the
receivers are completely ignorant of the fact that there are
multiple transmit antennas and the receiver is identical to that
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in the single transmit antenna case. It is in this context that we
have termed our technique as using “dumb antennas.”
With more than two transmit antennas, the Alamouti scheme
does not generalize; no full-rate designs exist [13]. The orthogonal designs in [13] achieve data rates which are fractions of
that which can be supported by a channel with effective SNR

(9)
for user . Comparing this quantity with the performance of opportunistic beamforming for a large system, we see from Thetimes larger than that under
orem 1 that user has SNR
full-rate orthogonal designs (even if they exist). From the point
of view of outage, the diversity gain is in both cases.
We have based our comparison in the case of coherent communication: when pilot symbols are inserted at the transmitter,
and the receiver tracks both the amplitude and phase of the
channel. A noncoherent space–time coding scheme has been
proposed in [14] which has about a 3-dB loss in SNR with respect to the performance of (9). The opportunistic beamforming
can also be used in conjunction with a noncoherent communication scheme and the resulting performance will again be
3 dB better in SNR when compared to the space–time coding
approach.
Both space–time codes and opportunistic beamforming are
designed for use in a TDMA system, in which only one user is
scheduled at any time. With full channel knowledge at the transmitter, a more elaborate scheme can transmit to multiple users
simultaneously, exploiting the multiple degrees of freedom inherently in the multiple antenna channel. We visit the issue of
scheduling to multiple users simultaneously in Appendix B by
taking an information-theoretic view of the downlink broadcast
channel.
V. WIDE–BAND CHANNEL
The performance gain of opportunistic beamforming becomes more apparent when there are many users in the system.
This suggests that the technique is particularly suited in
wide-band channels shared by many users. In such a wideband channel, it is natural to consider frequency-selective
fading. While multiuser diversity gain in flat fading channels
is obtained by scheduling users when their overall channel
SNR is good, multiuser diversity gain in frequency-selective
fading channel is exploited by transmitting to the users on the
frequency bands where their channel SNR is good.
A simple model of a frequency-selective wide-band channel
is a set of parallel narrow-band subchannels with channel
fluctuations in each of the narrow-band channels being frefor each of
quency flat. The transmit power is fixed to be
the narrow-band subchannel.2 The users measure the SNR on
each of the narrow-band subchannels and feed back the SNRs
(or equivalently, requested rates) to the base station. Observe
that this scheme requires times more feedback than in the
2In theory, performance can be further improved by allocating different
amount of power for each of the narrow-band subchannels. In a system with
a large number of users, this improvement is marginal because of a statistical
effect.

flat fading case where a single requested rate is fed back.3 The
scheduler allocates at each time a single user to transmit to for
each of the narrow-band subchannels.
The proportional fair scheduling algorithm generalizes naturally from the flat fading to the frequency-selective fading scenario. For each user , it keeps track of the average throughput
the user has been getting across all narrow-band subchannels in a past window of length . For each narrow-band sub, where
channel , it transmits to the user

where
is the requested rate of user in channel at time
is averaged over all the
slot . Observe that the throughput
narrow-band subchannels, not just the subchannel . This is because the fairness criterion pertains to the total throughput of the
users across the entire wide-band channel and not to each of the
narrow-band subchannel. As in the flat fading scenario, when
and the fading statistics are stationary and ergodic, this
algorithm can be shown to be proportionally fair [19].
A natural generalization of the opportunistic beamforming
technique is to generate independent powers and phase randomization processes in the different subchannels. A performance
analysis can be done in a similar way as in the flat fading
scenario. In the fast fading case, with symmetric stationary
), the steady-state
fading statistics among the users (and
is the same for every user. The proportional
throughput
fair algorithm reduces to scheduling the user with the highest
request rate in each of the narrow-band subchannel. Thus, the
throughput per user per channel scales exactly as in the flat
fading case, already analyzed in Section III-B, and the total
throughput per user is just the sum of the throughputs over all
the narrow-band channels. The advantage of having a wider
band channel in the fast fading scenario comes from the fact
that all users share all bands, translating into more users per
band for the opportunistic beamforming technique to capitalize
on. (Recall that the throughput per band always grows with the
number of users .)
Let us now consider the time-invariant slow fading scenario,
where the gain of user to antenna in subchannel is given
and does not change over time. We showed in Theorem
by
1 that for the flat fading case, opportunistic beamforming allows each user to be scheduled at its peak rate (i.e., when it
is at its beamforming configuration) as long as there are sufficiently many users in the system and the stationary distribution of the power and phase rotation process matches that of
the slow fading distribution of the users. A generalization to the
wide-band case can be obtained.
Theorem 3: Suppose the slow fading states of the users are
i.i.d. and are discrete, and that the slow fading state distribution
for each user is symmetric across subchannels. Assume also that
for every , the joint stationary distribution of the power and
phase randomization process for subchannel

3On a more practical note, users could only feed back the SNR value on the
best of the subchannels and the identity of that subchannel. In this case, the extra
feedback increases only logarithmically in L.
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is the same as the distribution of user ’s slow fading state

conditional on the fact that
(10)
Then, almost surely, we have

for all . Here,
is the data rate that user achieves in subchannel when it is in the beamforming configuration, i.e., when
its instantaneous SNR is

Proof: The proof is along the lines of that of Theorem 1.
See Appendix A.
Thus, in a system with large number of users, the proportional
fair algorithm serves each user when it is at its peak over all
degrees of freedom, i.e., as though each user is transmitted to
only when it is perfectly beamformed and only in the subchannel
for which the beamforming gain is the highest. Moreover, the
algorithm spends equal amount of time serving each user, but
each user is served only in the subchannel in which its channel
is the strongest.
For the theorem to hold, there should be a match between
the power and phase randomization processes and the slow
fading state distribution of the users. In the case when the slow
fading state distribution is Rayleigh and independent across
all subchannels, however, the conditioning (10) is unnecessary
and hence the matching requirement is identical to that in the
narrow-band case. This is because for Rayleigh fading
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the effect of intercell interference on the performance of the
system, particularly in interference-limited scenarios. In a cellular system, the channel quality of a user is measured by the
SINR. In a fading environment, the energies in both the received
signal and the received interference fluctuate over time. Since
the multiuser diversity scheduling algorithm allocates resources
based on the channel SINR (which depends on both the channel
amplitude and the amplitude of the interference), it automatically exploits both the fluctuations in the energy of the received
signal as well as that of the interference: the algorithm tries to
schedule resource to a user whose instantaneous channel is good
and the interference is weak. Thus, multiuser diversity naturally
takes advantage of the time-varying interference to increase the
spatial reuse of the network [19].
From this point of view, power and phase randomization at
the base-station transmit antennas plays an additional role: it
increases not only the amount of fluctuations of the received
signal to the intended users within the cells, but also the amount
of the fluctuations of the interference the base station causes
in adjacent cells. Hence, opportunistic beamforming has a dual
benefit in an interference-limited cellular system. In fact, opportunistic beamforming performs opportunistic nulling simultaneously: while randomization of power and phase in the transmitted signals from the antennas allows near-coherent beamforming to some user within the cell, it will create near nulls at
some other user in adjacent cells. This in effect allows interference avoidance for that user if it is currently being scheduled.
Let us focus on the slow flat fading scenario to get some insight on the performance gain from opportunistic beamforming
and nulling. Under power and phase randomization at all base
stations, the received signal of a typical user being interfered by
adjacent base station is given by

Here,
is the signal of interest,
is the interference from
is additive Gaussian noise. All
the th base station, and
transmit
base stations have the same transmit power and
antennas and are performing power and phase randomization
and
’s are the overall channel gains
independently;
from the base stations

and

are independent. Applying Theorem 3 to the Rayleigh case, we
see that opportunistic beamforming asymptotically yields an
-fold diversity gain for each user in the slow fading environment. This diversity gain is the product between the transmit
antenna diversity gain and the frequency diversity gain.
VI. CELLULAR SYSTEMS: OPPORTUNISTIC NULLING
So far we have considered a single-cell scenario, where the
noise is assumed to be white Gaussian. For wide-band cellular
systems with full frequency reuse, it is important to consider

where
and
are the slow fading channel gains to the user
from the th transmit antenna of the base station of interest
and the interfering base station , respectively. Averaging over
and the interference
’s, the (time-varying)
the signal
SINR of the user can be computed to be:
SINR
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The SINR varies because of both the variations of the overall
gain from the base station of interest as well as those from the
interfering base station. In a system with many other users, the
proportional fair scheduler will serve this user while its SINR is
, i.e., when the received signal
at its peak
is the strongest and the interference is completely nulled out.
Thus, the opportunistic nulling and beamforming technique has
the potential to shift a user from a low-SNR, interference-limited regime to a high-SNR, noise-limited regime.
How close is the performance of opportunistic beamforming
and nulling in a finite-size system to this asymptotic limit depends on the probability that the received signal is near beamformed and all the interference is near null. In the interfer, the performance depends
ence-limited regime when
mainly on the probability of the latter event. This probability is
larger when there are only one or two base stations contributing
most of the interference, as is typically the case. In contrast,
when there is interference from many base stations, interference
averaging occurs and the probability that the total interference
is near null is much smaller. Interference averaging, which is
good for CDMA networks, is actually unfavorable for the opportunistic scheme described here, since it reduces the likelihood of the nulling of the interference and hence the likelihood
of the peaks of the SINR.
In a typical cell, there will be a distribution of users, some
closer to the base station and some closer to the cell boundaries. Users close to the base station are at high SNR and are
noise-limited; the contribution of the intercell interference is
relatively small. These users benefit mainly from opportunistic
beamforming (diversity gain plus 3-dB power gain if there are
two transmit antennas). Users close to the cell boundaries, on
the other hand, are at low SNR and are interference-limited;
the average interference power can be much larger than the
background noise. These users benefit both from opportunistic
beamforming and from opportunity nulling of intercell interference. Thus, the cell-edge users benefit more in this system than
users in the interior. This is rather desirable from a system fairness point of view, as the cell-edge users tend to have poorer service. This feature is particularly important for a system without
soft handoff (which is difficult to implement in a packet data
scheduling system). To maximize the opportunistic nulling benefits, the transmit power at the base station should be set as large
as possible, subject to regulatory and hardware constraints.
VII. SYSTEM AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
We have introduced the opportunistic beamforming scheme
to induce an artificial fading environment as motivated by taking
a system design view. In this section, we continue this view further and delineate the impact of introducing this scheme in a
complete wireless data system.
We begin with the variation of powers and phases. Observe
that the data phase and power variations can all be achieved at
the baseband and the only extra hardware requirement is that
each antenna have its own radio-frequency (RF) card with individual power amplifiers. The important constraint on this variation is that it be slow enough so that the loops track the channel
(in the case that pilot symbols are introduced and the mobiles

have coherent demodulation in the downlink) and the feedback
SINR measurements are stable. A
phase change in about 20
to 50 ms is realistic currently.
The range of phase and power variation could be quantized
and each quantized “state” be visited in some deterministic (and
continuous, i.e., not visiting very different states within a small
interval of time) fashion. If the power variation is over the complete range (i.e., ’s vary from to ), then the total power
rating of each of the power amplifiers should be equal to that
dictated by the total link budget. In this case, the system requirement is that the number of Class AB power amplifiers with the
same linear region of operation has been multiplied by . Even
though base stations are usually powered by an ac supply, the
very poor power efficiency of the amplifiers is a serious issue as
are the cost and size (including the heat sink). One way to ameliorate this issue is to ensure that the power variation is never
, but instead is over a smaller range,
entirely over the range
. This way the power rating of the amplifiers is resay
duced.
The functioning of the wireless systems is supported by the
overhead control channels which are “circuit-switched” and
hence have very tight latency requirements, unlike data which
have the flexibility to allow dynamic scheduling. From the
perspective of these signals, it is preferable that the channel
remained nonfading; a requirement that is contradictory to
our scheduler-oriented observation that we would prefer the
channel to have fast and large variations. This issue suggests
the following design perspective: separate very-low latency
signals (such as control signals) from flexible latency data. One
way to achieve this separation is to split the bandwidth into two
parts. One part is made as flat as possible (by spreading over
this part of the bandwidth and possibly employing space–time
codes on multiple transmit antennas) and used to transmit flows
with very low latency requirements. The performance metric
here is to make the channel as reliable as possible (equivalently
keeping the probability of outage low) for some fixed data rate.
The second part uses opportunistic beamforming to induce
large and fast channel fluctuations and a scheduler to harness
the multiuser diversity gains. The performance metric on this
part is to maximize the multiuser diversity gain.
In traditional cellular wireless systems, the cell is sectorized
to allow better focusing of the power transmitted from the antennas and also to reduce the interference seen by mobile users
from transmissions of the same base station but intended for
users in different sectors. This technique is particularly gainful
in scenarios when the base station is located at a fairly large
height and thus there is limited scattering around the base station. In contrast, in systems with far denser deployment of base
stations (a strategy that can be expected to be a good one for
wireless systems aiming to provide mobile, broadband data services), it is unreasonable to stipulate that the base stations be located high above the ground so that the local scattering (around
the base station) is minimal. In an urban environment, there is
substantial local scattering around a base station and the gains of
sectorization are minimal; users in a sector also see interference
from the same base station (due to the local scattering) intended
for another sector. The opportunistic beamforming scheme can
be thought of as sweeping a random beam (the beam is logical
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in the diversity antenna case and physical in the correlated antenna case) and scheduling transmissions to users when they are
beamformed. Thus, the gains of sectorization are automatically
realized. We conclude that the opportunistic beamforming technique is particularly suited to harness sectorization gains even
in low-height base stations with plenty of local scattering. In
a cellular system, the opportunistic beamforming scheme also
obtains the gains of nulling, a gain traditionally obtained by coordinated transmissions from neighboring base stations in a full
frequency reuse system or by appropriately designing the frequency reuse pattern.
We saw in Section IV that the opportunistic beamforming
technique of using an array of multiple transmit antennas has
approximately -fold improvement in received SNR at a user
in a slow fading environment as compared to the best space–time
code. With an array of receive antennas at each mobile (and,
say, a single transmit antenna at the base station), the received
SNR of any user gets an -fold improvement as compared
to a single receive antenna (this gain is realized by receiver
beamforming; an operation easy to accomplish since the mobile has full channel information). Hence, the gains of opportunistic beamforming are about the same order as that of replacing the transmit antenna array of the base station with a
set of receive antenna array at each of the mobiles. Thus, for a
system designer, the opportunistic beamforming technique provides a compelling case for implementation, particularly in view
of the constraints of space and cost of installing multiple antennas on each mobile. Further, this technique neither needs
any extra processing on part of any mobile receiver, nor any updates to the air-link interface standards. We emphasize that the
receiver can be totally ignorant of the use or nonuse of this technique. Thus, it does not have to be “designed in” (by appropriate
inclusions in the air interface standard and the receiver design)
and can be added any time. This is one of the important and
biggest benefits of this technique from an overall system design
point of view.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Multiuser diversity has the potential to provide very significant performance boosts to wireless systems. The only system
requirement is tight feedback of the channel quality by the users
to the base station. The gain comes from scheduling a user’s
transmissions at times when the channel SINR is near its peak.
In practice, the gain is often limited by the slow rate of channel
variations and/*or stringent latency requirements, resulting in
smaller time scale over which the users have to be scheduled. In
this paper, we have introduced a technique, opportunistic beamforming and nulling, to induce fast and large fluctuations in the
SINR of the users. This technique amplifies the possible multiuser diversity gain while satisfying reasonable latency requirements.
The opportunistic beamforming technique utilizes multiple
transmit antennas to change the overall channel seen by the
users. We have made the case in this paper that the gains
of multiuser diversity and opportunistic beamforming and
nulling technique are significant, especially in the context of
the fact that this “dumb technique” has no overhead in terms
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of inserting training symbols on each of the transmit antennas
or complicating any existing receiver (the state-of-the-art
space–time codes require that the receivers be appropriately
configured). Thus, this technique can be introduced in existing
systems with minimal (and only base-station-specific) changes:
an array of transmit antennas and RF hardware circuits to drive
each of them, combined with an appropriate scheduler.
A new design principle for wireless networks is emerging
through the lens of multiuser diversity. Traditionally, much of
the design techniques in wireless systems centered on making
the individual point-to-point links as close to AWGN channels
as possible, with a reliable channel quality that is constant over
time. This is accomplished by channel averaging, and includes
the use of diversity techniques such as multipath combining,
time interleaving, and antenna diversity that attempt to keep the
channel fading constant in time, as well as interference management techniques such as interference averaging by means
of spreading. Indeed, all these techniques are used in spreadspectrum systems like IS-95 and CDMA-2000. However, if one
shifts from the view of the wireless system as a set of point-topoint links to the view as a system with multiple users sharing
the same resources (spectrum and time), then quite a different
design objective suggests itself. Indeed, the results in this paper
suggest that one should instead try to make the channel fluctuations as large as possible so that the scheduler can “ride the
peaks,” i.e., each user is scheduled when it has a very strong
channel. This is accomplished by varying the strengths of both
the signal and the interference that a user receives. Multiple
transmit antennas, which are traditionally used to increase the
reliability of point-to-point links, are now used in a completely
different way to effect such channel variations.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, we review a basic theoretical property of the proportional fair scheduler.
be the data rate that user ’s channel can support
Let
are jointly staat time . Suppose
tionary and ergodic processes. A scheduler selects at each time
which user to transmit data to and the decision at time de,
,
. Under any
pends (causally) on
achieved by user as the
scheduler, define the throughput
limit of the long-term average data rate transmitted to user , if
exists, and otherwise the corresponding limit infimum. The proportional fair scheduler has the following optimality property.
Lemma 4 [19]: Under the proportional fair algorithm with
, the long-term average throughput
averaging time scale
of each user exists almost surely, and the algorithm maximizes

almost surely among the class of all schedulers.
Now we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 1. Let the
,
(discrete) slow fading states be
and be the probability that a user is in slow fading
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state . Let us denote the rate of transmission for the beam) by
formed SNR value of state (equal to
. Denote the beamforming state of power and phase variaby
.
tion corresponding to the slow fading state
By hypothesis of the theorem, we have assumed that the joint
stationary distribution of the power and phase variation process
on the state
, and by erin time has probability
godicity, this is also the long-term fraction of time the process
spends in that state.
Fix the number of users and denote the fraction of users in
by
for
. A user is said to be in
fading state
class if it is in the slow fading state . We have for all that
and almost surely that

But

is the divergence between two probability vectors (nonnegative)
and equals to zero if and only if the two probability vectors are
the same. Hence,

The fraction of time any user in class
the number of users is

is scheduled scaled by

as

(16)

(11)
We first consider the following simple algorithm. At the time
the phase and power variation process is in state , schedule a
user in class . Furthermore, within a class, schedule users equal
number of times. Since a user in class is scheduled only when
the power and phase variation process is in the beamforming
configuration with respect to its fading state, the user is scheduled at its peak rate. We can compute the average throughput
in class to be
seen by a user
(12)
Now consider the proportional fair algorithm. By symmetry, the
algorithm schedules users in the same fading state equally in
time and let us denote the fraction of time it schedules users in
. We have for all that
fading state by
(13)
Denoting the throughput of user under the proportional fair
we have the following simple upper bound
algorithm by
by observing that a user cannot be scheduled at rate more than
its peak rate:
(14)
Appealing to Lemma 4, we arrive at the following lower bound
using (12):
(15)
Combining (14) and (15), we get

Using (11), we arrive at

i.e., asymptotically the proportional fair algorithm gives equal
time to all users. Thus, the throughput of any user in class
under the proportional fair algorithm has the property

Combining this with the lower bound on the performance of the
proportional fair algorithm in (15) and using (11) we arrive at
the claim of the theorem.
Sketch of Proof of Theorem 3: We can now use the notation
and the technique of the proof of Theorem 1 to prove the result in Theorem 3. The first extension is that the set of slow
where, as before,
denotes
fading states has cardinality
the number of slow fading states (the same, by hypothesis of
disthe theorem) in any of the narrow bands. There are up to
tinct power and phase variation values, each corresponding to at
slow fading
least one of the beamforming coefficients of the
states.
Consider the following extension of the simple scheduling
algorithm that was previously used to lower-bound the performance of the proportional fair algorithm. For each power and
phase variation value, denoted with some abuse of notation,
corresponding to the beamforming coefficients of, say,
by
fading state , schedule a user with the fading states such that
the maximum of the beamforming SNR values is exactly that
corresponding to the fading state . Furthermore, schedule equal
time among users with the above property. The key step is the
identification of the fraction of users that will be scheduled at
to be exactly the condiany power and phase variation value
tional probability that the maximum beamforming SNR of the
narrow-band channels is the beamforming SNR corresponding
to the narrow-band fading state .
An argument similar to the one above can now be made: under
the proportional fair algorithm, each user is scheduled for approximately equal amount of time and since there are users
scheduled (one in each narrow band) at each time, the fraction of
time any user is scheduled scaled by the number of users tends
to for large number of users. In making this observation, we
used the hypothesis that the joint distribution of the fading
states is exchangeable; i.e., the probability that the maximum of
the beamforming SNRs of the fading states is any particular
). Since it is clear that a
narrow-band channel is equal (to
user cannot be scheduled at rate larger than the maximum of the
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beamforming rates corresponding to the fading states in each of
the narrow bands, the upper bound to the proportional algorithm takes a form similar to that of (16) with the quantity on the
right-hand side scaled by a factor of . The result now follows.

APPENDIX B
INFORMATION-THEORETIC CAPACITY
OPPORTUNISTIC BEAMFORMING
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Here
are the
independent data streams (in the
case of coherent downlink transmission, these signals include
pilot symbols as well). The data stream has power and phase
at time . The orthonormal matrix
at antenna set to
is varied in time so that the individual components do not
change abruptly in time. The signal received by user at time
is

AND

In the comparison between opportunistic beamforming and
space–time codes in Section IV, we retained the TDMA strategy
of transmitting to only one user (the user is decided by the scheduler) at any time slot. Given this strategy, the sum of the throughputs of the both techniques grows like

Let us consider the slow fading model where the channel coefficients are not varying over the time scale of communication
and focus on user . Consider the scenario when the power and
phases are at the following values:

SNR

(18)

for high SNR. This TDMA strategy was motivated from an
information-theoretic result on the single transmit antenna
downlink model. It is interesting to consider the informationtheoretic capacity of the multiuser downlink communication
problem with multiple antennas at the transmitter at high SNR.
The appropriate channel model is that of a broadcast channel
that is not degraded and the information-theoretic capacity is
not known (recent results that characterize the sum capacity
are in [3], [21], [22]). Focusing on the slow fading model, the
following proposition characterizes the sum capacity, the sum of
the throughputs of the users, at high SNR. Here we assume that
the receivers track all the channels and the transmitter has full
side information of the channels (both amplitude and phase).

The received signal at user

in this scenario is

Thus, user is beamformed to beam and is simultaneously orthogonal to the other beams in this setting. If there are enough
users in the system, for every beam , some user will be beamformed (and simultaneously orthogonal to the other beams) and
analogous to Theorem 1, user gets throughput approximately
equal to (under the proportional fair algorithm)

Proposition 5: The sum capacity at high SNR allows the following expansion:
SNR

(17)

The fact that an expansion of the sort in (17) is an upper bound
to the sum capacity is seen directly by allowing the receivers
to cooperate. The fact that it can be achieved follows from an
achievable strategy of [10]; in [3], the authors show that this
achievable strategy is optimal both at high and low SNR. Our
inference from this expansion of sum capacity is that the TDMA
, that are
strategy loses degrees of freedom, equal to
promised by information theory. In this section, we suggest a
modification to the TDMA strategy which when combined with
opportunistic beamforming achieves all the degrees of freedom.
The conceptual idea is to have multiple beams at the same
time. Separate pilot symbols are introduced on each of the
beams and users feed back the SNR of each beam. Transmissions are scheduled to as many users as there are beams at each
time slot. If there are enough users in the system, the user who
is beamformed with respect to a specific beam and orthogonal
to the other beams is scheduled on the specific beam. Suppose
(if
then we use only antennas). Let
represent an
orthonormal matrix. The signal sent out of
the antenna at time is

(19)
with transmit power (see notation in statement of Theorem
1) replaced by . Here we assumed that the total power transmitted is split equally among the independent data streams.
It also follows that the total throughput of the system is
SNR
We can make a rough estimate of the number of users required
to achieve the performance of (19). In the “single-beam” case,
with
the number of independent variables was
independent power fraction variations and
independent
beams, the
phase variations. In the scenario of
(the dimension
number of independent variables is
of the corresponding Stiefel manifold). When all the beams
number of independent variables as
are active, there are
in the single-beam case. Thus, the number of
compared to
users required grows very rapidly with the number of antennas.
We should evaluate the extra requirement on the system to
support multiple beams. First, in the case of coherent downlink
transmission, multiple pilot symbols, one set for each beam
has to be inserted, and thus the fraction of pilot symbol power
separate beams
increases. Second, the receivers now track
and feed back SNRs of each on each of the beams. On a practical
note, the receivers could feed back only the best SNR and the
beam which yields this SNR without much degradation in
performance. Thus, with almost the same amount of feedback
as the single beam scheme (amplitude alone), the modified
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opportunistic beamforming scheme yields a total throughput
in a system with a large number of users equal to that of the
information-theoretic limit with full (amplitude and phase)
feedback at high SNR.
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